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Abstract-The Important construction of many association rules needs the calculation of Frequent Closed Item Sets and Frequent Generator Item
Sets (FCIS/FGIS). However, these two odd jobs are joined very rarely. Most of the existing methods apply level wise Breadth-First search.
Though the Depth-First search depends on different characteristics of data, it is often better than others. Hence, in this paper it is named as FCFG
algorithm that combines the Frequent closed item sets and frequent generators. This proposed algorithm (FCFG) extracts frequent itemsets (FIs)
in a Depth-First search method. Then this algorithm extracts FCIS and FGIS from FIs by a level wise approach. Then it associates the generators
to their closures. In FCFG algorithm, a generic technique is extended from an arbitrary FI-miner algorithm in order to support the generation of
minimal non-redundant association rules. Experimental results indicate that FCFG algorithm performs better when compared with other level
wise methods in most of the cases.
Keywords—FCIS, FGIS, FCFG, Frequent Itemset.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
The discovering the meaningful association rules is an
important data mining task [1]. Any association rule miner
proceeds in two steps. First one is extracting all frequent
patterns X from a database and second one is breaking each
pattern X into two parts like a premise Y and a conclusion X \
Y form a rule Y → X \ Y. The measures Support and
Conﬁdence are applied to prune the set of extracted
association rules. However, the number of the remaining rules
may still be way too high to be practical. As a remedy, various
concise representations of the family of valid association rules
have been proposed. A good survey on association mining can
be found in. This paper focuses on the computation of frequent
closed itemsets (FCIS) and frequent generator Item Sets
(FGIS), which bring the Minimal Non-Redundant association
rules (MNR). There are rules with the form P → Q \ P, where
P  Q, where P is a (minimal) generator (a.k.a. key-sets or
free- sets) and Q is a closed itemset. In other terms, in such
rules the premise is minimal and the conclusion is maximal. It
is known that MNR is a lossless, sound and informative
representation of all valid association rules. Moreover, further
restrictions can be imposed on the association rules in MNR,
leading to more compact representations such as the
generic basis or the proper basis. In computation,
constructing MNR or its sub-structures requires the Set of
frequent closed itemsets (FCIS) and their generators (FGIS),
and it is possibly the precedence order between FCIS. There
are some methods related to FCFI and FGFI published in the
literature. FCIS/FGIS miners are exclusively applied in level
based strategies, Even though the level wise itemset miners are
formed better by Depth-First search methods on a high range
of dataset profiles especially on dense ones. That’s why FCFG
algorithm is designed. The algorithm that is proposed here
splits the association rule mining task into three sub steps.
First, it is applied on vertical algorithm FCFG to extract the set
of Frequent Itemsets FIs. Second, it processes the FIs in a level

wise manner to filters FCIS and FGIS. This is why FCFG is
said to be a hybrid algorithm. Finally, the algorithm associates
FGIS to their closures (FCIS) to provide the necessary starting
point for the production of MNR.
Experimental results show that FCFG algorithm performs
well than two other algorithms A-Close and Zart.
The FCFG algorithm, due to its Depth First nature, provides
the FIs in a completely unordered way. However, the level
wise post-processing steps require the FIs in ascending order
by length. It is managed to solve this problem with a special
file indexing that proves to be efficient, generic and gives no
memory overhead at all. As it can be seen that the idea
of FCFG can be generalized and used for arbitrary FI-mining
algorithm, either breadth-first or depth-first.
The main contribution of this paper is a general way of
extending frequent item set miners to calculate minimal nonredundant association rules. In this paper, a new method has
presented for storing frequent items in the file system if
frequent items are not provided in ascending order by its
length. The file indexing technique do not requires any
additional memory space. FIs can be sorted in a lengthwise
manner. Once itemsets are available in this order, FCFG
technique can be used to generate closed itemsets and
associating generators to their closures.
II.

EXISTING METHODS

A. Closed itemset and Generator
An itemset X is closed (generator) if it has no proper
superset (subset) with the same support (respectively).
The closure of an itemset X is thus the largest itemset in
the equivalence class of X. For example, in dataset D, the
sets AB and AC are generators and their closures are
ABE and AC respectively ( That is, the equivalence class
of AC is a singleton). In this approach, it rely on the following
two properties.
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Property 1. A closed itemset cannot be the generator of a
larger itemset.
Property2. The
closure
of
a
frequent
nonclosed generator g is the smallest proper superset of g in the
set of frequent closed itemsets.
An association rule r: P1 → P2 involves two itemsets P1,
P2  A, such that P1 ∩ P2 =  and P2 ≠  . The support of a
rule r is supp(r) = supp (P1  P2) and its conﬁdence conf(r)
= supp (P1  P2)/supp (P1). Frequent rules are defined in a
way similar to frequent itemsets, whereas conﬁdent rules play
an equivalent role for the conﬁdence measure. A valid rule is
both frequent and conﬁdent. Finding all valid association rules
in a dataset is the target of a typical association rule mining
task. As their number may grow up to exponential,
reduced sub-families of valid rules are defined, which
nevertheless convey the same information (lossless).
Associated expansion mechanisms allow for the entire family
to retrieve from the reduced ones without any non-valid rules
to be mixed. The minimal non-redundant association rule
family (MNR) is made of rules P → Q \ P, where P  Q, P is
a (minimal) generator and Q is a closed itemset. A more
restricted family arises from the additional constraint of
P and Q belonging to the same equivalence class, i.e. P″= Q.
It is known as the generic basis for exact (100% confidence)
association rules. Here, the basis refers to the nonredundancy of the family with respect to a specific criterion.
Inexact rule bases can also be defined by means of generators
and closures, e.g. the informative basis, which further involves
the inclusion order between closures.
B. Vertical Frequent Itemset Mining
The frequent itemset mining methods from the literature
can be roughly divided into breadth-ﬁrst and depth-ﬁrst
miners. Apriori-like [1] level wise breadth-ﬁrst algorithms
exploit the anti-monotony of frequent itemsets in a straight
forward manner: they advance one level at a time, generating
candidates for the next level and then computing their support
upon the database. In contrast, Depth-First algorithms organize
the search space in a tree. Typically using a sorted
representation of the itemsets, they factor out common
prefixes and hence limit the computing effort.
C. Eclat
Eclat is a plain FI-miner traversing the IT-tree in a depthﬁrst manner in a pre-order way, from left-to-right.
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Fig. 1. IT-tree: Itemset-Tidset Search tree of dataset D

At the beginning, the IT-tree is reduced to its root (empty
itemset). Eclat extends the root one level downwards by
adding the nodes of all frequent 1-itemsets. Then, each of the
new nodes is extended similarly: ﬁrst, candidate descendant
nodes are formed by adding to its itemset to the itemset of
each right sibling; second, the tidsets are computed by
intersection and the supports are established; and third, the
frequent itemsets are added as effictive descendant nodes of
the current node. Using Figure.1, the execution of Eclat on
dataset D with min_supp = 20% is illustrated. Initially, the ITtree comprises only the root node whose support is 100%.
Frequent items with their TID sets are then added under
the root. Each of the new nodes is recursively extended,
following a left-to-right order and processing the
corresponding sub-trees in a pre-order fashion. For instance,
the subtree of A comprises all frequent itemsets starting with
A. Thus, at step two, all 2-long supersets of A are formed
using
the
right
siblings
of
A
(frequent 1itemsets). As AB, AC, AD and AE are all frequent, they are
added as descendant nodes under the node of A. The extended
procedure is then recursively called on AB and the
computation goes one level deeper in the IT-tree. All frequent
itemsets are discovered when the algorithm stops.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM-FCFG
The proposed FCFG is a hybrid algorithm that combines
the vertical FI-miner Eclat with an original level wise
extension. Eclat ﬁnds all FIs that are saved in the ﬁle system.
Then, this ﬁle is processed in a level wise manner, i.e. itemsets
are read in ascending order by length, generators and closed
itemsets are filtered. Finally, generators are associated to their
closures. In the following subsection, the algorithm is
presented in detail.
A. Processing Itemsets in Ascending Order by Length

In the previous subsection, the first part of the algorithm has
been presented, i.e. how to get frequent itemsets in ascending
order by their length, even if they are produced in an
unordered way. This subsection continues with the second
part namely how to associate generators to their closures, once
FIs are available in a good order. The main block is shown in
Algorithm 1. Two kinds of tables are used, namely Fi for ilong frequent and Zi for i-long frequent closed itemsets. The
readTable function is an in-charge of reading frequent
itemsets of a given length. If this algorithm which produces
FIs in an unordered way like Eclat is used, then “readTable”
reads FIs from the binary file as explained previously. The
function returns FIs in Fi table. Fields of the table are
initialized: itemsets are marked as keys and closed. However,
these values may change during the post-processing step.
Frequent attributes (frequent 1-itemsets) represent a special
case. If they are present in each object of the dataset, then they
are not generators, because they have a smaller subset with the
same support, namely the empty set. In this case the empty set
is a useful generator with respect to rule generation. The
“findKeysAndClosedItemsets” procedure is an in-charge of
ﬁltering FCIs and FGs among FIs. The filtering procedure is
based on Def. 1. The Find-Generators procedure takes Zi table
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as an input. The method functions as follows: For each
frequent closed itemset z in Zi, it ﬁnds its proper subsets in the
global list FG, registers them as generators of z, deletes them
from FG, and adds non-closed generators from Fi to FG.
Properties 1 and 2 guarantee that whenever the subsets of an
FCI are looked up in the list FG, only its generators are
returned.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
FCFG has been evaluated against “Zart” and AClose algorithms. The algorithms have been implemented in
Java under the “Coron” data mining platform. The
experiments have been carried out on a I3-processor Intel
Linux with 4 GB RAM. For the experiments, the following
benchmark datasets have been used: T20I6D100K, C20D10K
and Mushrooms. The T20I6D100K6 is a sparse dataset. It has
been constructed according to the properties related to market
basket data analysis that are typical weakly correlated data.
The census dataset is part of the PUMS sample files
C20D10K, while the Mushroom data describes 7 mushrooms
characteristics. The last two are highly correlated datasets.
Table1 contains the experimental results of “FCFG” compared
with Zart algorithm and A-Close algorithms. All the times
reported are obtained from the UNIX time command between
input and output. Zart and A-Close algorithms are chosen
because they represent two efficient algorithms that produce
exactly the same output as FCFG. Both Zart and A-Close
algorithms are level wise algorithms.

Fig. 3. COMPARISON OF RESPONSE TIMES OF FCFG, ZART, A-CLOSE FOR
DATASET C20D10K

Fig. 4. COMPARISON OF RESPONSE TIMES OF FCFG, ZART, A-CLOSE FOR
DATASET MUSHROOM

TABLE1. RESPONSE TIMES OF FCFG AND OTHER STATISTICS

Fig. 5.

Fig. 2. COMPARISON OF RESPONSE TIMES OF FCFG, ZART, A-CLOSE FOR
DATASET T2016D-100K

COMPARISON OF FI, FCIS,FGIS FOR 1%, 0.75%, 0.50%, 0.25% FOR
THE DATASET T2016D-100

Fig. 6. COMPARISON OF FI, FCIS,FGIS FOR 30%, 20%, 10%, 5% FOR THE
DATASET C20D10K
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Fig. 7. COMPARISON OF FI, FCIS,FGIS FOR 30%, 20%, 10%, 5% FOR THE
DATASET MUSHROOM.

Zart algorithm is an extension of Pascal algorithm, i.e. first it
finds all FIs using pattern-counting inference, then it filters
FCIs and finally the algorithm associates FGs to their
closures. A-Close algorithm reduces the search space to FGs
only and then it calculates the closure itemsets for each
generator. The way A-Close algorithm computes the closure
itemsets of generators is quite expensive because of the huge
number of intersection operations. In the sparse dataset
T20I6D100K, almost all frequent itemsets are closed and
generators at the same time. It means that most equivalence
classes are singletons, thus A-Close cannot reduce the search
space significantly. Since the computation of closure itemsets
in A-Close algorithm is quite expensive, FCFG algorithm
performs much better than A-Close.
Zart and
FCFG algorithms are similar in the sense that both algorithms
extract FIs initially. FCFG is based upon Eclat algorithm
while Zart algorithm is based on Pascal. The better
performance of FCFG algorithm is due to the better
performance of its FI-miner engine. In datasets C20D10K
and Mushrooms, the number of FGIS is considerably less than
the total number of FIs. In this case, Zart algorithm can take
advantage of its pattern counting inference technique and AClose algorithm can benefit from its search space reduction.
Despite these optimizations, FCFG algorithm still forms better
than two algorithms in most of the cases. However, if the
number of FGs is much less than the number of FIs (for
instance in Mushrooms by min_supp = 5%), A-Close
algorithm gives better response time. As a summary, it can be
stated that FCFG algorithm clearly forms better than its level
wise competitors on sparse datasets and it also performs very
well on dense, highly correlated datasets if the minimum
support threshold is not set too low.

faced with Eclat algorithm is: it produces itemsets in an
unordered way. This issue has been solved by using a special
file indexing technique and it has been managed to solve this
issue in an efficient way, thus steps (2) and (3) can postprocess FIs in a level wise manner. As seen, the idea of the
proposed hybrid algorithm called FCFG algorithm can be
generalized and used for any FI-mining algorithm, be
it breadth-first or depth-first. Experimental results prove
that FCFG algorithm is highly efficient and outperforms its
level wise competitors in most of the cases. The study led to a
range of exciting questions that
are currently
investigated. FCFG algorithm is highly efficient, but first it
traverses the whole set of FIs. It causes no problem for sparse
datasets. However, it may be a drawback in dense datasets
with very low minimum support. It would be interesting to
combine the search space reduction of A-Close algorithm with
the efficiency of FCFG algorithm. Further, challenge also lies
in the computation of the FCIS precedence order that underlies
some of the association rule bases from the literature.
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